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Abstract

Background: From the laboratory at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, one can observe the brown pelican
(Pelecanus occidentalis) traveling along the crests of near-shoaling waves just outside the surf zone. In this
manner, the birds travel great distances without flapping, all the while a scant ⇠ 30 cm o↵ the ocean’s
surface. Here we derive a theoretical framework for assessing the energetic benefit of this behavior,
“wave-slope soaring,” in which an organism in flight takes advantage of updrafts caused by traveling ocean
surface gravity waves.

Methods: The energy cost of steady, constant altitude flight is analyzed as a control. Potential flow theory is
used to quantify the ocean wave-induced wind associated with near-shoaling, weakly nonlinear, shallow water
ocean surface gravity waves. Using a regular expansion of the Stokes stream function and the Green’s function
for Laplace’s equation in 2D with Dirichlet boundary conditions, we obtain integral expressions for the
horizontal and vertical components of the wave-induced wind. The development of these relationships produces
expressions for the components of the wave-induced wind in a frame of reference moving with the wave.
Wave-slope soaring flight is then analyzed using an energetics-based approach for waves of typical ocean
conditions (wave height of 1m, period of 10s) and the body plan of P. occidentalis.

Results: For pure ground e↵ect flight, we calculate an upper bound mechanical advantage of ⇠ 20 - 25% as
compared with steady, level flight without ground e↵ect. When wave-slope soaring is employed, we calculate an
upper bound mechanical advantage of ⇠ 50 - 60% as compared with steady, level flight without ground e↵ect.

Conclusions: The theoretical development presented here suggests there are energy savings associated with
wave-slope soaring. Individual brown pelicans may gain upwards of 50% mechanical advantage utilizing this
mode of flight under typical ocean conditions, as compared to steady, level flight out of ground e↵ect. Thus
wave-slope soaring appears to provide a significant benefit to these highly mobile organisms that depend on
patchy prey distribution over large home ranges.

Keywords: Soaring; Wave-Slope Soaring; Dynamic Soaring; Seabird; Pelican; Wave-Induced Wind; Soliton;
Cost-E↵ective Flight; Ocean Surface Gravity Waves; Theoretical Model

Background1

The goal of this work is to estimate the energy sav-2

ings associated with wave-slope soaring flight. To ac-3

complish this, we perform a theoretical study of the4

brown pelican practicing wave-slope soaring over near-5

shoaling coastal waves. Wave-slope soaring is a flight6
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method used commonly by many seabirds [1], but few 7

species exhibit such mastery of the skill as the brown 8

pelican, Pelecanus occidentalis, Linnaeus, 1766. This 9

mode of flight makes use of aerodynamic gains from 10

ground e↵ect and the localized updrafts driven by trav- 11

eling ocean surface waves. “Ground e↵ect” here refers 12

to the reduction in aerodynamic drag associated with 13

flight close to a fixed surface [2]. 14

For a visual reference, we encourage the reader to 15

imagine they are standing on the beach, a cli↵, or 16
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a fishing pier, observing the coastal ocean. From this17

perspective, one can observe pelicans gliding along the18

crests of waves just outside the surf zone, as the wave19

begins to shoal and steepen. When the wave breaks20

and begins to dissipate, the bird uses its forward along-21

crest momentum to gain altitude and steer out to sea.22

The process starts again o↵shore as the pelican glides23

down to catch the next wave, thereby continuing down24

the coast. Several hundred meters of along-coast dis-25

tance can be covered in this way on each set of ocean26

waves that hit the coast.27

This flying behavior is similar to a surfer cruising28

along the open face of a peeling wave. The mechanics29

of wave riding are well described by Edge [3] in his30

study of surfing. He notes that “The main objective31

of the surfer is to ride the wave at the point that will32

carry him in with the greatest stability and highest33

speed possible. The actual distance it is possible to34

travel directly toward shore is relatively short, if the35

breaking cycle of the wave itself is short . . . If, instead36

of moving directly perpendicular to the wave front, the37

surfer moves in a path more parallel to the crest, the38

ride can be greatly extended.” [3]39

Long before humans began surfing, brown pelicans40

had already learned the technique of riding a wave41

‘down-crest’ – that is, at an angle more or less parallel42

coastline – in order to extend their ride to several or43

many seconds. It does not at appear that this behavior44

is related to play, as it can be in dolphins and sea-lions45

[4]. Instead, since these birds are known to feed on46

patchy resources and thus must travel long distances,47

we hypothesize that wave-slope soaring is conducive to 48

achieving energy e�cient flight. 49

Physical study of the various means of soaring used 50

by birds has remained a topic of active research for 51

many years. The phenomenon of “dynamic soaring” 52

by wandering albatrosses was introduced in the nine- 53

teenth century by Rayleigh [5]. In the late twentieth 54

century, this theory was refined by Wilson [1], but 55

it was not until the twenty-first century that Sachs 56

[6] experimentally verified the energetic benefit associ- 57

ated with this practice. Dynamic soaring is a particular 58

flight behavior wherein the bird may gain energy from 59

the vertical wind shear at the base of the atmospheric 60

boundary layer [5, 7, 6, 1]. Since these energy gains 61

through bird behavior more than o↵set losses to drag, 62

these birds can soar for days, weeks, or even months 63

without flapping. The wandering albatross may even 64

circle the globe without flapping its wings [7]. In this 65

process, the birds are also able to “sail” upwind, in 66

a manner comparable to the beating and tacking em- 67

ployed by the helmsman of a sailboat [8]. 68

On a research cruise in the southern ocean, Richard- 69

son [7] studied the conditions under which dynamic 70

soaring becomes a cost-e↵ective method of flight for 71

several species of albatross. It was found that when 72

the winds are strong, dynamic soaring was preferred, 73

regardless of sea surface conditions. When the winds 74

were light, but surface conditions provided swell, wave- 75

slope soaring became the albatross’ preferred method 76

of travel [7]. The energetics of wave-slope soaring, how- 77

ever, were not quantified in that study. 78
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Richardson [7] also documented that in conditions79

of light wind and minimal surf, rather than flight via80

flapping, albatrosses simply sit on the ocean surface81

until the wind or waves return [7]. Thus there must82

be an energy benefit to both dynamic and wave-slope83

soaring flight, as albatrosses are reluctant to fly with-84

out one or the other. While dynamic soaring has been85

widely studied and shown to be cost-e↵ective energeti-86

cally, wave-slope soaring has not received much atten-87

tion in the literature. Specifically, there is no mathe-88

matical formalism describing wave-slope soaring, and89

it has rarely been mentioned in the literature outside90

the studies by Wilson [1] and Richardson [7].91

1 Methods92

To formulate the dynamics of wave-slope soaring, we93

use a three-prong approach. First, the controls are de-94

veloped in section 1.1 where we analyze the cost of95

steady, constant altitude pelican flight in the absence96

of ocean surface waves, both out of ground e↵ect (sec-97

tion 1.1.2) and in ground e↵ect (section 1.1.3). These98

two results provide a means to isolate the energy sav-99

ings associated with the wave from the energy savings100

of ground e↵ect alone, given the significant simplifying101

assumptions we have employed. Second, a description102

of the updrafts caused by near-shoaling waves is es-103

sential. In the air-sea interactions literature, any dis-104

placement of air caused by traveling waves is known as105

“wave-induced wind”. The description of wave-induced106

wind is, in general, very complex due to the broad107

spectrum of ocean surface waves and the nonlinear108

wave-wave and wave-wind interactions that can take109

place [9]. Since wave-slope soaring behavior is seen110

Table 1 Average Brown Pelican Parameters [12].

Parameter Symbol Value

Mass M 2.65 kg
Wingspan b 2.10 m
Total Wing Area S 0.45 m2

Wing Loading W/S 57.8 N/m2

Aspect Ratio A 9.8

in calm wind conditions, and appears to favor long- 111

period, long-crested swells, we proceed with a sim- 112

plified model to describe wave-induced wind in calm 113

conditions just o↵shore of the depth at which shoal- 114

ing causes strong nonlinearities in the wave form, and 115

ultimately breaking (Section 1.2). To retain some of 116

the nonlinearities intrinsic to near-shoaling waves, but 117

allow the problem to be analytically tractable, we as- 118

sume a waveform shape of the well-studied soliton [10]. 119

This approach has been e↵ective in modeling near- 120

shoaling, shallow water, ocean surface gravity waves, 121

and was shown to be reasonable in the region just out- 122

side of the surf zone, where nonlinear steepening begins 123

[10]. This simplification, along with the assumption of 124

no mean airflow, allows us to assume a well-attached, 125

viscous boundary layer [11]. Accordingly, we use po- 126

tential flow theory to model the vertical component of 127

the wave-induced wind outside the boundary layer. Fi- 128

nally, the wave-induced wind model is combined with 129

flight in ground e↵ect to assess possible energy benefit 130

of wave-slope soaring (Section 1.3). 131

1.1 Pelican Flight in Absence of Ocean Waves 132

1.1.1 Assumptions and Parameters 133

Throughout this section we assume inviscid, incom- 134

pressible, irrotational flow with constant air density ⇢. 135

Accordingly, we will use the Kutta-Joukowski theorem 136

to assess the lift and drag experienced by the bird. In 137
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this analysis, we draw upon the framework presented138

by Rayner [2] to estimate the energy-cost of flight in139

and out of ground e↵ect. Crucial data for this analy-140

sis are the physical characteristics of the brown peli-141

can relevant to flight. Pennycuick [12] obtained the lift142

coe�cient of the brown pelican in straight flight out143

of ground e↵ect as CL = 0.72. Pennycuick [12] also144

took measurements of various average brown pelican145

parameters which we will use, given in Table 1.146

In a later study, Pennycuick et al [13] obtain an ex-147

perimentally derived relation for the body drag coef-148

ficients of large waterfowl and raptors, CD, as a func-149

tion of Reynolds number. This relation is given as150

CD ⇡ 1.57 � 0.108 ln(Re), and holds for waterfowl151

flight with Reynolds number on the range of 5 ⇥ 104152

to 2⇥ 105.153

Using characteristic velocity and length scales cor-154

responding to the flow over a pelican’s wing, we as-155

sess the associated Reynolds number. We calculate the156

standard mean chord c̄ assuming a straight tapered157

wing using the average pelican measurements given by158

Pennycuick [12]. This calculation yields c̄ = S/b =159

0.21 m. Measurements given by Pennycuick [12] were160

taken from a su�ciently large dataset such that the161

average values can be taken to represent the popula-162

tion reasonably well. Pennycuick [12] determined the163

average speed of a brown pelican in straight flight to be164

roughly 10 m/s, which we will use as the characteristic165

velocity uc for the Reynolds number analysis.166

Taking characteristic values as well as the density167

and viscosity of air at room temperature, we obtain168

a Reynolds number of roughly 150,000. Since this es-169

timate of Reynolds number lies between 50,000 and 170

200,000, we are justified in using the approximate body 171

drag coe�cient via the relation given by Pennycuick et 172

al [13], yielding CD ⇡ 0.28. 173

1.1.2 Flight out of Ground E↵ect 174

To analyze cost benefits of flight in ground e↵ect, we 175

must first obtain a baseline comparison through anal- 176

ysis of the steady, constant altitude flight of a pel- 177

ican in still air, out of ground e↵ect. The reference 178

coordinate system here is constructed such that ẑ rep- 179

resents the vertical unit vector and x̂ represents the 180

horizontal unit vector. Rayner [2] provides a valuable 181

reference detailing the aerodynamics of animal flight, 182

both in and out of ground e↵ect. It is shown that the 183

magnitude of the total drag as a function of airspeed 184

over-wing can be written as 185

D(u) =
2

⇡⇢

✓
Mg

bu

◆2

+
⇢SCDu2

2
. (1.1.1)

Furthermore, if we minimize the magnitude of total 186

drag using airspeed u as the independent variable, we 187

obtain an estimate for the magnitude of the minimum 188

energy cost velocity (umc) as 189

umc =

s
2Mg

⇢b
p
⇡SCD

. (1.1.2)

Using the values corresponding to the brown pelican 190

as given in Table 1, the calculated drag coe�cient of 191

0.28, and the density of air at sea level, we find that 192

umc = 5.7 m/s for the brown pelican. The power out- 193

put by the animal to overcome the drag force and 194

maintain constant velocity is given by P = D·u, where 195
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u is the velocity of airflow over the wing in absence196

of any external wind influence. As D and u both act197

in x̂, we can simply multiply the magnitudes, yield-198

ing the following general expression for the required199

power output for flight out of ground e↵ect (Poge) as200

a function of velocity201

Poge(u) =
2

⇡⇢u
·
✓
Mg

b

◆2

+
⇢SCDu3

2
. (1.1.3)

Here, the first term represents the power required to202

overcome the induced drag and the second represents203

the power required to overcome the profile drag. “In-204

duced drag” here refers to the component of drag re-205

lated to the angle of attack, while “profile drag” refers206

to the component of drag related to the shape of the207

body in flight. Using (1.1.3), we evaluate the minimum208

cost of flight out of ground e↵ect, Poge(umc). Again us-209

ing the values corresponding to the brown pelican as210

given in Table 1 and the calculated drag coe�cient of211

0.28, we find212

Poge(umc = 5.7m/s) ⇡ 28.2 W. (1.1.4)

Thus, using canonical values for an average brown213

pelican, a simplified force balance yields the result that214

steady, level flight out of ground e↵ect requires roughly215

30 W of continuous power input, even at the speed216

of maximum e�ciency. This implies that steady level217

flight comes at significant energy cost to a pelican.218

Behavioral adaptations that increase e�ciency would219

allow significant gains in foraging and traveling range.220

To validate this estimate, we investigate measured 221

flight cost of similar marine bird species, as precise 222

measurement of the metabolic power input for brown 223

pelican flight is not readily available in the literature. 224

Ballance [14], in study of the red footed booby, a sim- 225

ilar (though smaller) marine bird, found that it ex- 226

pends ⇠ 20 W in gliding flight. Dolnik and Gavrilov 227

[15] also studied the energy-cost of several marine bird 228

species: it was found that for the mallard duck in flap- 229

ping flight, the required power output is ⇠ 44 W and 230

for the great black-backed gull in flapping flight, the re- 231

quired power output is ⇠ 36.3 W. Thus, our calculated 232

value of ⇠ 30 W for sustained flight of the brown pel- 233

ican certainly provides a reasonable estimate. Though 234

further experiment will be required to verify this fig- 235

ure, we will use this value as the primary control for 236

this theoretical study. 237

1.1.3 Flight in Ground E↵ect 238

Flight in ground e↵ect decreases the induced drag, 239

which is commonly referred to as “induced drag sav- 240

ings.” However, as the form of the flier is constant 241

whether in or out of ground e↵ect, the form drag re- 242

mains unchanged [16, 2]. As Hainsworth [16] has mea- 243

sured the induced drag savings associated with brown 244

pelican flight in ground e↵ect, we can simply apply 245

these percentages to the first term of (1.1.3) to esti- 246

mate the total power required for ground e↵ect flight. 247

Hainsworth [16] reports average brown pelican ground- 248

e↵ect flight height of 33 cm, with a standard deviation 249

of 5 cm. The full data-set of measured flight height 250

is reported to range from 24 to 45 cm, while gliding 251

in ground e↵ect. Induced drag savings associated with 252
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Table 2 Mechanical Power Advantage for a Brown Pelican flying
in Ground E↵ect

Variable Min Val Avg Val Max Val

H (cm) 24 33 45
Pge(umc) (W) 20.7 21.4 22.5
% Advantage 26.6 24.1 20.2

Values are given for flight at heights in the ground e↵ect range as
reported by Hainsworth [16] and minimum cost flight speed
umc = 5.7 m/s.

these flight heights are estimated from theory to fall253

on the range of 41% to 58%, with average induced drag254

savings of 49%. These percentages correspond to flight255

heights of 24, 45, and 33 cm, respectively [16].256

When we apply these induced drag savings to the257

theoretical total aerodynamic drag, we find the follow-258

ing results. For flight heights of 24, 33, and 45 cm,259

total mechanical power output required for flight is260

20.7 W, 21.4 W, and 22.5 W, with percent mechani-261

cal advantages of 26.6%, 24.1%, and 20.2% respectively262

when compared to the 28.2 W required for flight out of263

groound e↵ect. These results are displayed in Table 2.264

Rayner’s lifting line theory for animal flight in ground-265

e↵ect reports “a reduction in mechanical flight power266

of as much as 35%, compared with values for flight out267

of ground e↵ect” [2]. Thus these values agree with [2],268

and will be used for our secondary control.269

1.2 Airflow Induced by Near-Shoaling Waves270

1.2.1 Background271

As ocean waves translate, they induce airflow as a re-272

sult of the no-penetration condition on a boundary,273

even in the case where there is no ambient wind. Fas-274

cinatingly, wave-induced wind might have been first275

reported in 1925 by Idrac [17] in his study of alba-276

trosses, who noted that traveling ocean surface grav-277

ity waves can produce updrafts with vertical velocity278

in excess of 2 m/s at 8 meters height. It was noted as 279

well that these updrafts e↵ects can be felt up to 15 me- 280

ters above the ocean surface [17]. Many experiments 281

have been carried out to explore di↵erent aspects of 282

wave-induced wind, with a focus on its impacts on the 283

ocean and atmospheric boundary layers, and turbu- 284

lence therein. These include both numerical (e.g. [18]) 285

and observational studies (e.g. [19, 20, 21]). More re- 286

cently, the upward transfer of momentum from ocean 287

swell to the wind was experimentally verified by [22] 288

in their experiment aboard the Scripps Institution of 289

Oceanography’s FLoating Instrumentation Platform 290

(R/P FLIP). Using wave measurement apparatus and 291

an extensive array of ultrasonic anemometers, Grare 292

et al [22] were able to accurately measure the wave- 293

induced components of the wind velocity for various 294

wind-wave conditions. From this data, an empirical 295

curve for wave-induced wind components scaled with 296

surface orbital velocity as a function of height above 297

the ocean scaled with wavenumber (r2 of 0.76) was 298

produced. As a validation of our model, we compare 299

our theoretical prediction for the vertical component 300

of the wave-induced wind to the respective empirical 301

model provided by Grare et al [22]. This is further dis- 302

cussed in section 1.2.4 and shown in Figure 2 303

1.2.2 Model of Near-Shoaling Waves 304

To obtain an analytically tractable solution for the 305

complicated real-world case of evolving and steepen- 306

ing nonlinear waves nearing the beach, we will assume 307

our analysis applies only to the area just o↵shore of 308

the surf-zone, where these shallow-water near-shoaling 309

waves can be approximated as solitons [10]. Under the 310
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soliton approximation, we take the waves to be gov-311

erned by the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation [10].312

Neglecting surface tension, we begin with the dimen-313

sional traveling soliton solution,314

⌘(x, t) = A sech2(kx� !t), (1.2.1)

where315

A ⌘ 4

3
k2h3,

! ⌘ k
p
gh� 2

3
k3h2

p
gh.

(1.2.2)

We use the dispersion relation to write the wave’s di-316

mensional phase velocity (c) as317

c =
p
gh


1� 2

3
(kh)2

�
. (1.2.3)

Our definition for the amplitude in (1.2.2) can be used318

to eliminate k from (1.2.3), allowing us to write the319

phase velocity as a function of amplitude and depth,320

c =
p
gh


1� A

2h

�
. (1.2.4)

We now use the dispersion relation and the definition321

of amplitude given in (1.2.2) to write an expression for322

the period as a function of amplitude and depth,323

T =
4⇡h

p
3gA

�
1� A

2h

� . (1.2.5)

This expression yields a quadratic equation for h as a324

function of T and A, solution of which can be written325

as 326

h =
T
p
3gA

8⇡
+

1

2

s
3gAT 2

16⇡2
� T

p
3gA3

2⇡
. (1.2.6)

The negative branch is omitted as it produces nega- 327

tive ocean depths which is unphysical. With equations 328

1.2.4 and 1.2.6, we have a framework for which if we 329

are provided the amplitude and period of any ocean 330

swell, we can calculate the phase velocity in the re- 331

gion where these incoming swells will act as weakly 332

nonlinear solitary waves. 333

1.2.3 Boundary Layer E↵ects 334

Banner and Melville [11] argue that the viscous bound- 335

ary layer at the air sea interface will not separate if a 336

waveform maintains a smooth and steady shape. They 337

propose that only upon the onset of shoaling will the 338

boundary layer proceed to separate. In this case, the 339

boundary layer will separate at the peak of the crest, 340

resulting in a connected boundary layer on the front 341

side of the wave and a detached boundary layer in the 342

rear. This theory was confirmed by Reul et al [23], who 343

show that for shoaling waves, the viscous boundary 344

layer separates when a discontinuity in slope develops 345

at the crest. 346

Here, we are working with a simplified model that 347

involves a smooth waveform, and we will assume 348

a viscosity-dominated, well attached boundary layer 349

[11, 23]. Using typical values for ocean waves we see 350

that Re ⇠ O(107), and Ma ⌧ 0.2. With such a 351

small Mach number we will continue to assume that 352

compressible e↵ects are negligible. However, as the 353

Reynolds number is large it is evident that a turbu- 354
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lent boundary layer must exist. As the aspect ratio355

of the wave is large and its surface is assumed to be356

smooth, we estimate the length scale of the boundary357

layer (�) using the theory for turbulent boundary lay-358

ers along a flat plate channel. For length and velocity359

scales corresponding to solitons resulting from typical360

ocean conditions as constructed in section 1.2.2, we361

calculate this boundary layer thickness to be of O(1)362

cm.363

Due to the length scale of a pelican and the fact364

that it cannot risk crashing, the bird flies at minimum365

heights of ⇠ 25 centimeters above the surface [16].366

Thus we neglect the boundary layer in calculations.367

Outside of the boundary layer, viscous e↵ects are neg-368

ligible and therefore we can assume inviscid flow in the369

regime relevant to wave-slope soaring.370

1.2.4 Potential Flow over Solitary Waves371

The wave-induced wind we describe is assumed to be372

inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible within our re-373

gion of interest. With these assumptions and a well-374

connected boundary layer, it is appropriate to approx-375

imate the flow induced by the traveling solitary wave376

using potential flow theory. The goal of this section is377

to model potential flow over the soliton378

⌘ = A sech2(kx), (1.2.7)

moving at phase speed c. We first boost to a frame of379

reference moving with the soliton such that U1 = �c,380

as shown in Figure 1. As we are assuming potential381

flow conditions, the system is governed by Laplace’s382

equation for the stream function, 383

� = 0. (1.2.8)

We can only impose the no penetration boundary con- 384

dition 385

[u · n̂ = 0]z=A sech2(kx) . (1.2.9)

We introduce the non-dimensional coordinates 386

⇣ = kz, ⇠ = kx. (1.2.10)

From (1.2.2) we can write 387

Ak =
4

3
(kh)3. (1.2.11)

As the soliton was derived in the limit of � � h, it 388

follows that kh ⌧ 1. We will define another nondimen- 389

sional coordinate ✏ ⌘ Ak such that ✏ = 4
3 (kh)

3 ⌧ 1. 390

Thus, we can express the boundary in terms of nondi- 391

mensional coordinates as 392

⇣ = ✏ sech2(⇠). (1.2.12)

Since ✏⌧ 1 in the scaled geometry, to a first approxi- 393

mation we simply have to solve Laplace’s equation in 394

the upper half plane. 395

By the definition of the stream function, we have 396

u =
@ 

@⇣
, w = �@ 

@⇠
. (1.2.13)
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Figure 1 Schematic of the potential flow problem setup in the

x� z plane.

In terms of the stream function, the boundary condi-397

tion (1.2.9) enforces that  must be constant every-398

where on the sea surface. Integrating (1.2.13 a), using399

the condition that as ⇠ ! ± 1,  ! �c ⇣, and taking400

 to be constant on the sea surface gives the condition401

 (⇠, ✏ sech2⇠) = 0. (1.2.14)

Now, as ✏⌧ 1 we Taylor expand (1.2.14). This gives402

 (⇠, 0) + ✏ sech2(⇠) ⇣(⇠, 0)

+
1

2
✏2sech2(⇠) ⇣⇣(⇠, 0) +O(✏3) = 0,

(1.2.15)

where subscripts denote partial derivatives. We now403

expand  in a regular expansion, yielding404

 =  0 + ✏  1 + ✏2  2 +O(✏3), (1.2.16)

where for all  n with n 2 [0,1), � n = 0. At O(✏0),405

� 0 = 0. Integration yields406

 0 = �c ⇣. (1.2.17)

Now from (1.2.15), we obtain 407

⇥
✏  1(⇠, 0) + ✏2  2(⇠, 0) +O(✏3)

⇤

+ ✏ sech2(⇠)
⇥
�c+ ✏  1,⇣(⇠, 0) +O(✏2)

⇤

+
1

2
✏2sech2(⇠)[0] +O(✏3) = 0.

(1.2.18)

At O(✏1), 408

 1(⇠, 0) = c sech2(⇠). (1.2.19)

At O(✏2), 409

 2(⇠, 0) + sech2(⇠) 1,⇣(⇠, 0)

+ sech2(⇠) 1,⇣(⇠, 0) = 0.
(1.2.20)

Using the Green’s function for Laplace’s equation in 410

2D with the Dirichlet boundary condition in (1.2.19), 411

we obtain an expression for  1(⇠, ⇣) as 412

 1(⇠, ⇣) =
c

⇡

Z 1

�1

⇣ sech2(⇠0)

(⇠ � ⇠0)2 + ⇣2
d⇠0, (1.2.21)

where ⇠0 is the variable of integration. This is an inte- 413

gral with no analytical solution. We remove the singu- 414

larity by dividing the domain of integration at ⇠0 = ⇠. 415

Combined with (1.2.16), we can now obtain a full ex- 416

pression for  as 417

 = �c⇣ +
Akc

⇡

Z 1

0

⇣

⇠02 + ⇣2

h
sech2(⇠ � ⇠0)

+ sech2(⇠ + ⇠0)
i
d⇠0 +O(✏2),

(1.2.22)

where ⇠0 remains our variable of integration. This 418

expression can now be evaluated numerically. Using 419

(1.2.13 a), we can carry out the di↵erentiation to ob- 420
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tain an integral for the horizontal flow speed u in the421

frame of reference moving with the wave to the order422

of ✏ in terms of scaled coordinates as423

u = �c+
Akc

⇡

Z 1

0

⇠02 � ⇣2

(⇠02 + ⇣2)2

h
sech2(⇠ � ⇠0)

+ sech2(⇠ + ⇠0)
i
d⇠0 +O(✏2),

(1.2.23)

where we have substituted the definition of ✏ (✏ ⌘ Ak)424

back into the expression. Similarly, we can use (1.2.13425

b) to write an integral for the vertical flow speed w to426

O(✏) in terms of scaled coordinates as427

w =
2Akc

⇡

Z 1

0

⇣

⇠02 + ⇣2

h
sech2(⇠ � ⇠0)tanh(⇠ � ⇠0)

+ sech2(⇠ + ⇠0)tanh(⇠ + ⇠0)
i
d⇠0 +O(✏2).

(1.2.24)

To validate our expression for wave-induced wind,428

we compare our predictions to the findings of Grare429

et al [22] (Fig. 2), using the vertical component of the430

wave-induced wind non-dimensionalized by surface or-431

bital velocity (Akc), and the previously defined non-432

dimensional vertical height ⇣ = kz. In our region of433

interest (kz  0.05), we see good agreement with the434

measurements (Fig. 2; Grare et al [22]).435

In order to evaluate the flow velocities, we need the436

wave number k. Using the linear dispersion relation,437

we obtain an expression for the wavenumber in terms438

of phase velocity and period as k = 2⇡/cT. (1.2.4)439

and (1.2.6) can be used to produce the phase velocity440

of our model wave in terms of amplitude and period.441

Following this analysis, the resultant phase velocity,442

Figure 2 Wave-induced wind scaled with surface orbital

velocity is shown on the x-axis and scaled height is shown on

the y-axis in a log-log plot. In the region of wave-slope

soaring, we see reasonable agreement with the best-fit curve

for the vertical component of wave-induced wind, as reported

by Grare et al [22]. This best-fit curve is given as

w/Akc = 0.85
h
1� 0.66 · exp

⇣
�

���
c

u
� 1

���
⌘i

exp(�0.83 · kz),

with r2 = 0.76. We see that near the wave, our model and the

best-fit curve are in close agreement, while at greater heights

above the wave, the best-fit curve trends more towards the

exponential dependence that was predicted by Grare et al [22].

wavenumber, and given amplitude can be inserted into 443

(1.2.23) and (1.2.24) to produce the theoretical wave- 444

induced wind in the near-shoaling regime relevant to 445

wave-slope soaring. 446

1.3 Wave-Slope Soaring Flight 447

1.3.1 Assumptions and Coordinate System 448

We define coordinates such that x̂ is in the direction 449

of wave propagation, ŷ is parallel to the wave front, 450

and ẑ is in the vertical direction. A schematic of this 451

coordinate system is shown in Figure 3. This enables 452

us to make a few observations and assumptions. First 453

we note that in order to gain benefit from the wave for 454

extended periods of time, the bird must translate in x̂ 455

so that its velocity in the direction of wave propagation 456
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Figure 3 Coordinate system for the trajectories of a pelican in

wave-slope soaring on a solitary wave.

(Ux) will match the phase velocity of the wave, V (x, t).457

As stated above, we assume that the bird translates458

in ŷ so that the ocean depth under the bird remains459

constant. This results in soaring over a waveform that460

will remain constant in time in the pelican’s frame of461

reference.462

It is further assumed that the bird will fly at the op-463

timal location in the space above the wave, and will re-464

main at this location for the duration of soaring flight.465

All of these assumptions mean that the slope of the466

wave under the bird will remain constant. Hence the467

relevant wave-induced air flow is steady and irrota-468

tional in the bird’s frame of reference. The phase ve-469

locity of the wave is constant so that V (x, t) = c. Us-470

ing the formalism developed in section 1.2, with known471

swell period and amplitude we can determine the phase472

speed, c.473

To a first approximation, we will consider the case474

where the bird is exactly level. From observation,475

this is commonly the case. Since we are assessing en-476

ergy savings, we set the bird’s net flight speed to the477

minimum-cost velocity, letting U = umc. Analysis at478

minimum cost-velocity also enables easier comparison479

to our controls of flight in and out of ground e↵ect.480

It follows from section 1.2 that the optimal flight lo-481

cation is directly over the inflection point of the wave 482

surface, where the slope is the steepest. 483

1.3.2 Energetics and Power of Wave-Slope Soaring 484

We will study this idealized case now under the as- 485

sumptions stated above. We consider the mechanical 486

energy balance of the system following Taylor et al 487

[24]. The total energy of the system is given as 488

E =
1

2
Mubird · ubird +Mg · x, (1.3.1)

where x is the bird’s inertial position and ubird is the 489

velocity of the airflow over the bird’s wings. As we are 490

interested in the required power output by the bird, 491

we di↵erentiate with respect to time. Taylor et al [24] 492

show that the energy budget can be expressed as 493

dE

dt
=


M

d2x

dt2
+Mg

�
· ubird

+Mg · uwind �Mubird ·
duwind

dt
.

(1.3.2)

We now evaluate and simplify this general expres- 494

sion for the case of steady, constant altitude wave-slope 495

soaring on a soliton with no ambient wind to obtain 496

dE

dt
= M

d2x

dt2
· ubird +Mgw(x). (1.3.3)

The first term on the right hand side corresponds to 497

loss due to drag, while the second term corresponds 498

to the benefit from positioning on the wave-induced 499

updraft. The di↵erence, dE/dt, corresponds to the re- 500

quired mechanical power output if the bird is to main- 501
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tain flight at constant velocity and altitude. With the502

framework constructed in this paper, we have the tools503

to evaluate the two terms on the right hand side of504

(1.3.3) in order to estimate the percent mechanical ad-505

vantage associated with wave-slope soaring flight.506

As the wavelength is large compared to the wingspan507

of the bird and the wave slope is small, we assume508

the same flight heights as observed by Hainsworth [16]509

for standard ground-e↵ect flight. Carrying on with our510

previous assertion that the bird will fly at minimum-511

cost velocity in ground e↵ect, the loss due to drag will512

be unchanged from that calculated in section 1.1.3.513

For the x coordinate of the bird’s center of mass514

(xb), we find the point of maximum slope associated515

with the waveform developed in section 1.2.2. For the z516

coordinate of the bird’s center of mass (zb), we use the517

free surface elevation at this point of maximum slope518

and add the ground-e↵ect flight heights [16]. Because519

of the angle that the bird must fly in order to match520

its velocity in the direction of wave propagation to521

the phase velocity of the wave, we ignore variation of522

the wave-induced wind over the wingspan of the bird.523

This justifies the use of a single value for w in (1.3.3).524

Accordingly, we calculate w from (1.2.24) using the525

coordinates (xb, zb) and parameters corresponding to526

typical ocean conditions (dominant swell period of ten527

seconds with a wave height of one meter).528

With these ingredients, we use the energy budget in529

(1.3.3) to calculate the di↵erence between the magni-530

tudes of drag loss and updraft benefit (dE/dt). This531

value is inferred as the power output required for flight532

in wave-slope soaring, and the associated mechanical533

Table 3 Mechanical advantage for ground e↵ect and wave-slope
soaring relative to flight out of ground e↵ect.

H 1 24ge 33ge 45ge 24ws 33ws 45ws

P 28 20.7 21.4 22.5 10.3 11.5 13.4
% 0 26.6 24.1 20.2 63.5 59.2 52.5

Row 1: Flight heights (cm) correspond to the minimum and average

ground e↵ect flight heights as measured by Hainsworth [16]. Row 2:

Required power output in Watts for a pelican to remain in steady,

level flight out of ground e↵ect, in standard ground e↵ect, and

in wave-slope soaring. Row 3: Mechanical advantages gained over

flight out of ground e↵ect for each respective case.

advantage percentages are calculated. These results 534

are displayed in Table 3. 535

2 Results 536

From our control, we find that steady, constant al- 537

titude pelican flight out of ground e↵ect requires a 538

power output by the bird of ⇠ 30 Watts. For consis- 539

tency with Hainsworth [16], we consider ground e↵ect 540

flight at heights of 24, 33, and 45 centimeters. These 541

heights result in a required mechanical power output 542

by the bird of 20.7 W, 21.4 W, and 22.5 W, with 26.6%, 543

24.1%, and 20.2% mechanical advantage in each case, 544

respectively, from ground e↵ect. In the case of wave- 545

slope soaring, where ground e↵ect is enhanced by the 546

updraft velocity of the irrotational flow over a wave 547

of 1 meter height at 10 second period, we estimate a 548

large increase in energy savings. For constant speed 549

flight, wave-slope soaring lessens the required mechan- 550

ical power output to 10-15 W, or a 50-60 % savings 551

over steady level flight out of ground e↵ect ( 3). 552

3 Discussion 553

For typical ocean conditions and a reasonable soaring 554

height, we find the wave-slope soaring mode of flight 555

to provide ⇠ 50-60% mechanical advantage over flight 556

out of ground e↵ect. This provides a significant incen- 557
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tive for pelicans to use the practice, especially consid-558

ering the mechanical advantage of ground e↵ect alone559

is only about 20-25%. Given that larger waves pro-560

duce stronger updrafts, it is likely that for larger swells,561

wave-slope soaring could provide nearly all of the en-562

ergy required to maintain constant altitude flight.563

There are several limitations of the theory presented564

here. First, we used the simplifying assumption of the565

weakly nonlinear solitary waveform. In reality, when566

observing pelicans employing wave-slope soaring, it is567

common for them to soar well into the surf zone, where568

nonlinearities become progressively stronger. In this569

regime, it becomes unreasonable to approximate the570

waveform as a soliton, and a more elaborate theory or571

numerical simulation would need to be employed.572

Since nonlinear steepening should increase the ver-573

tical component of the wave-induced wind, the soli-574

tary wave assumption provides us a lower bound on575

the benefit of wave-slope soaring. To fully develop this576

theory we need to account for the time evolution of577

the system. This would involve tracking the evolution578

of the wave form from the solitary-like regime all the579

way to the point of breaking. We have omitted time-580

evolution in this work in order to obtain an analytically581

tractable solution, but nonetheless it would be inter-582

esting to see how the mechanical advantage changes583

as the wave tracks towards shoaling, via appropriate584

computational fluid dynamics simulation.585

The assumption of no mean airflow in our model586

is a significant simplification. Our solution is framed587

around the benefit of vertical flow in the atmosphere588

perturbed by a travelling wave, which would be signif-589

icantly altered as wind speeds increase and the tur- 590

bulent boundary layer tends toward separation be- 591

tween wave-crests. In regions with strong winds, like 592

the Southern Ocean, wave-slope soaring in albatross is 593

only observed during rare calm periods [7]. This sug- 594

gests that as the boundary layer becomes increasingly 595

turbulent, dynamic soaring is a more e↵ective strat- 596

egy. A separated, turbulent boundary layer may be 597

less amenable to wave-slope soaring since updrafts as- 598

sociated with traveling waves may be reduced in mag- 599

nitude or lose coherence along the wave crest (the di- 600

rection of travel). Increased winds also of course lead 601

to increasingly confused seas, which may complicate 602

the spatial and temporal patterns of the wave-induced 603

wind. Much like surfing in humans, perhaps wave-slope 604

soaring is particularly e↵ective with long-period swell, 605

calm winds, and a glassy, smooth sea-surface. 606

Pelicans display several behaviors that minimize the 607

energetic cost of flight. The most well-known is forma- 608

tion flight. Hainsworth [25] found that for Canadian 609

geese flying in formation, induced drag is reduced by 610

roughly 30-40%. In a later study of the brown pel- 611

ican [16], exact drag savings associated with forma- 612

tion flight were unclear due to high variability in the 613

positioning among the squadron, but it was surmised 614

that formation flight provides savings on similar order 615

to that found for Canadian geese. This hypothesis is 616

rooted in the similar size and aspect ratio of the birds’ 617

form, as well as a tendency of brown pelicans to fly in 618

formation. It is in fact common to observe brown pel- 619

icans using formation flight in conjunction with wave- 620

slope soaring. We hypothesize that wave-slope soaring 621
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in formation adds an additional cost benefit to that622

already inherent in wave-slope soaring, though theo-623

retical description of this coupled phenomena is left624

for future research.625

4 Conclusions626

The theoretical work presented suggest that brown627

pelicans could gain upwards of 50% mechanical advan-628

tage utilizing wave-slope soaring under typical ocean629

conditions, as compared to steady, level flight out of630

ground e↵ect. Although there must be some risk asso-631

ciated with flying at a relatively high speed very close632

to an undulating and evolving surface, the benefit in633

terms of e�ciency, and the predictability of the shoal-634

ing waves apparently favors the behavior. Riding of635

shoaling and breaking waves has been documented in636

several species of marine mammals, wherein it is as-637

sumed that the activity represents play [4]. Brown pel-638

icans, on the other hand, may be unique in their abil-639

ity to leverage wave-riding for travel, since flight allows640

them to connect a set of multiple shoaling waves in se-641

quence. This allows continuous wave-riding for periods642

of minutes, and may account for travel of kilometers up643

or down the coast. Cost-e↵ective travel resulting from644

wave-slope soaring behavior may have an important645

impact on the foraging range and foraging strategy646

of these ecologically important and magnificent crea-647

tures.648
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